Imagine the Possibilities
The images below have been enhanced through
HSE’s ClarifEYEr technology. The true power of
ClarifEYEr is that the enhancement is done in realtime in a live video stream from a video application
without system latency.
The ClarifEYEr technology is already enhancing video
in a variety of applications that include underwater
inspection, security and salvage operations, marine
traffic monitoring, perimeter security, field
operations and large-scale CCTV system applications.
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Better real-time video data makes
decisions easier and responses faster.
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Upgrade your CCTV system
without a huge investment.
www.highsierraelectronics.com
Call 800-275-2080
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ClarifEYEr

Bushfire smoke

Real-time video enhancement

Cost-Effective Upgrade
ClarifEYEr can be integrated in existing systems as a
“turbo charger”, increasing the level of operability of
current cameras. System upgrades are simple and
cost-effective.
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Aerial view haze covered bridge
Visit www.highsierraelectronics.com for more
information and to locate the ITS/RWIS Reseller for
your area.
ISO 9001:2008 Certified
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Heavy snowfall
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Bridge in dust storm
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Bridge in low light

Plug-’n’-Play Real-Time Video Enhancement
Enhance your existing analog video system without having to replace anything!
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Highway in heavy rain
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The Model 5490-03 ClarifEYEr Portable is easy to
use, portable desktop solution to your video
visibility problems. Connect it between the
camera and a monitor or a video recorder, and the
screen will immediately show enhanced visibility
in real time. This helps you focus on your mission
and complete your tasks faster with high quality
results.

The Model 5490 Series is the real-time 19” rackmounted ClarifEYEr solution for Analog CCTV
systems. By installing it with a video switch, it is
possible to enhance an entire system. You only
need one 5490 per simultaneous viewing channel.
The operator can choose and switch any camera
through the unit, providing enhancement
wherever it is needed. Models include the 549001 1-Channel System and the Model 5490-02
2-Channel System.

www.highsierraelectronics.com

Call 800-275-2080

The Model 5401-01 ClarifEYEr is the ONVIF
(Open Network Video Interface Forum) compliant
video enhancement solution for hybrid CCTV
networks. When replacing an analog CCTV
system with IP video, this encoder will allow
you to maintain your investment in analog
cameras. With the Model 5491-01, you not
only keep the camera, you enhance it to a
new level of visibility capabilities, while
converting the video signal to IP.
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